Abstract-Almost-sure (as.) bounds for linear, constant-gain, generd pseudo-stationarity and dependence conditions on the driving data { J~k , k = 1 , 2 , 3 ,... }, { Y k , l i = 0 , 1 , 2 ,... } as.
On Almost-Sure Bounds for the LMS Algorithm convergence and r a t s of a.s. convergence (as the algorithm gain c + 0) are established for the LMS algorithm second-order stochastic processes defined on a common probability space. A basic problem of adaptive filtering is to find best ,nean-square linear approximation to +k+l in terms of the CoKLPonents of yk, i.e. find a deterministic sequence, Consequently, stochastic estimates of { fk}& generated by adaptive algorithms, with either decreasing or constant gain, must suffice. The linear, decreasing-gain algorithm hk+l = hk + Pk Yk("k+l -Yzhk), (1.3) where {pk}r=o is a sequence of real numbers converging to zero as k -+ cc) and {hk(w), k = 0 , 1 , 2 ,... } forms our parameter estimates, is well-suited for ascertaining the minimum of (1.1) when fk is independent of k . This algorithm has been studied extensively in the almost-sure case by, e.g., Eweda and Macchi [6] and Heunis [ 113. On the other hand, it is well-noted that constant-gain adaptive-filtering algorithms where we can attach a rate to this convergence under the stronger provide Of {fk}r=0 tracking dependency condition.
The almost-sure bounds contained in this paper complement previously developed weak convergence results in Kushner and 19841 and, as will be seen, are "near optimal". Moreover, the proofs used to establish these bounds are quite elementary.
Index Terms-Adaptive filtering, almost-sure bounds, method when {fk} r=o fluctuates with time; however, few almost-sure results hav'e been developed for the constant-gain version of (1.3).
arising from basic linear constant-gain adaptive-filtering algorithms such as the following LMS algorithm: Shwartz UEEE Trans. Information Theory, IT-WZ), 177-1829 this paper we examine the linear stochastic recursion of averaging. 
and we use the method of averaging to obtain a reasonably tight a.s. bound on the deviation between h', and Under mild stationary conditions, the nonrandom trajectory {g;}TE0 will tend towards and then track the trajectory {fk}r=o provided E > 0 is chosen appropriately (see, for example, Solo [ 191 on the difficulty of choosing E ) . However, unlike decreasing-gain adaptive algorithms, the effect of the driving stochastic processes on the right hand side of (1.4) does not diminish in time and, regardless of the value of E > 0, { h', , IC = 0,1 , 2, . . .} will eventually experience excursions away from the sequence {fk}y=o with probability one. Still, large excursions should occur less frequently when E is small and the almost-sure bounds between { h i , IC = 0,1,2,. , .} and {g;}T=o mentioned above can be proven over time frames such as 0 5 IC I ye-< for any 0 < < 5 1 , y > 0. Such results, established in this paper, might be used to show that { h i , IC = 0,1,2, . . .} must initially tend towards the optimal sequence { fk}r=o with probability one and to provide further direction about the choice of E .
In Section I1 we provide the regularity conditions which will be imposed, state the main results of this paper (Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2) and provide some examples which indicate the scope of these regularity conditions. Section 3 contains the proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, and Section IV is a short discussion on the significance of these results. Finally, Appendix A is a collection of technical results required for the proofs in Section 111. We mention that, in order to economize on notation and include algorithms other than the LMS algorithm given in (1.4), we generalize (1.4) and (1.5) slightly to the form Clearly, the class of algorithms defined by (1.8), (l.lO), and (1.11) includes the LMS algorithm, as well as other adaptive-filtering algorithms, discussed for example in [7] . All regularity conditions will be given with reference to the vectorand matrix-valued random processes { b k , k = 0,1,2,. . .} and {Ale, IC = 0,1,2,. . .} respectively so this whole class of adaptive filterng algorithms can be studied at once.
MAIN RESULT
Suppose that (0, F , P ) is a probability space on which an ?RZdxd-valued :stochastic process { A l ( w ) , E Example 2.1: Suppose K. is a large positive integer and U is a small positive real number. Then, defining €0 5 3 to be a real number such that log,(tiC) 2 1 and
we obtain ihe following bound from Proposition 2.1:
... log,_,(t-C))&(log,(t-C))~ i f m > 1, for all 0 < t 5 to. On the other hand, in the simple case where d = 1, A~( , J ) 0 for all k and w and {bk, k = 0,1,2,. . .} is an i.i.d. sequence such that Ebf < 00, one obtains from (2. l), (2.2) and Strassen's functional law of the iterated logarithm (see [21, Theorem 31) that (2.6) and no mxe-accelerated rate of convergence is possible. Hence in oir more general setting with our modest conditions (see below) we obtain rates of convergence close to those known to te optimal in the simpler setting. then it follows that (Cl') is satisfied although (Cl) may not be. Before our next example (on strong mixing processes) we state without proof a third proposition which will only be used within the confines of Example 2.4. independent of E such that for each w E R so E+; varies with time; consequently, stationarity conditions such as those assumed in Eweda and Macchi [6] are not actually satisfied. However, it is easily seen that Condition (C2) is satisfied and thus (C2) is a more natural assumption for ARMA processes with transient behavior.
(ii) If d k , 7?, k vary with time it seems unreasonable to insist that E A k and E b k are time-invariant. .7) into (3.4) yields the existence of some H ( w ) almost surely finite such that:
PROOFS
.
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1=0 + N ( W ) ) 2 + ( $ ( 2 9 & 5 f f ( w )~' -~( $ ( e -' ) )~ (3.8)
for all w E R and 0 < E 5 f and Proposition 2.1 (ii) follows when y 5 1; the case where y > l follows similarly defining i , to be the integer such that 2Tif-' < tC/y 5 2-i* and replacing fT" with fFcl' 
Z=1
After repeating the work in (3.6) and (3.7), (3.8) becomes:
for all w E R and 0 < E 5 f so we have the case where y 5 1 0 Finally, we prove Proposition 2.2 which assumes only Condition (Cl') rather than (Cl). However, its proof requires only a trivial modification of the proof of Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.2:
For ease of notation we will assume that y = 1. Now it follows from (3.4) of the proof of Proposition 2.1 (ii) that and the case where y > 1 follows similarly. .1 1) where f ( . ) is the function defined in Condition (Cl'). Hence, we have that (3.12) Similarly, using the monotone convergence theorem and Lemma A.2 (iii), we have that
IV. DISCUSSION
In the preceding sections, we have shown that under mild stationarity and dependency conditions one can bound the difference between the random recursion (2.1) and the nonrandom recursion (2. This result complements Theorem 1 of [ 121 which establishes the convergence in probability of the quantity on the left of (4.5) to zeio as E -+ 0, under conditions somewhat related to those above (see the Remark on page 179 of [12] ). Moreover, one can also get almost-sure rate bounds for the convergence in (4.5) merely by assuming enough regularity for the sequences {EAk} ancl { E b k } . Indeed if, instead of (4.2), one has with a similar bound for the { E b k } sequence, then it follows by Lemma:; A.8 and A.9 that for any y > 0, 0 < < 5 1 Proposition 2.2 follows by substituting (3.12) and (3.13) into (3.10). in (Cl). The above a s . rate bounds are all slightly slower than O(el-i), which is very slow convergence indeed. The question then arises as to what extent it is possible to improve these bounds under perhaps more stringent conditions. We note first of all that if one defines { X ' ( T ) , 0 (4.9) then one expects from the weak convergence analysis in [12, Section VI that, under suitable strengthening of the regularity conditions in Section 2, the family of processes { X ' ( . ) } converges weakly to some limiting Gauss-Markov process, as E -+ 0. This at once implies that for a.a. w the rate of convergence in (4.5) cannot be faster than O ( E~) .
Actually, based on the functional law of the iterated logarithm for sums of random variables, we believe that the quantity in (4.8) can be shown to be of the form O((t2-c loglogt-c)$) for a.a. w and that no further improvement in this rate bound is possible. However, this will likely require an involved proof as well as regularity conditions much more stringent than those of Section 11. As illustrated in Example 2.1, this paper establishes an as. convergence rate almost as good as this best bound under very general conditions and by a very simple proof.
APPENDIX
Technical Results
This appendix contains various technical results used to support the proofs in Section I11 and substantiate the claims made in Section IV. The 
"
Then there exists a constant A (independent of .n) such that Next, in Lemma AS, we establish the uniform (with respect to E) bound which is required in the proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Since Condition (Cl) clearly implies Condition (Cl'), Lemma A. 5 for all w E a. (A.12) subject to g; = go(0) is some fixed (independent of E) vector.
Proof: Fix a 6 > 0, an t > 0 and an integer IC such that 5 Sexp(-Py) for all t < to(6). 
